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TREES FOR BEES CORNER

STAR PERFORMERS PART 3:
FIVE FINGER FOR
EARLY SPRING BUILD-UP
Linda Newstrom-Lloyd (Trees for Bees Botanist) and Angus McPherson (Trees for Bees Farm Planting Adviser)

Trees for Bees has produced a series of fact sheets showcasing the ‘best of the best’ bee plants that will maximise
nutrition benefits for your bees. In this issue of the journal, the team explains why five finger is a ‘star performer’. For
more information, see www.treesforbeesnz.org.
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with enough moisture and shelter to generate
large trees with plentiful flowers, so it may not
be possible to rely on five finger everywhere,
particularly if browsing pests are not in control.

Pollen
Each tree is either male or female because the
flowers are unisexual with only one gendertype per tree. Trees with male flowers deliver
both pollen and nectar. The numerous flowers
are aggregated into dense flowering stalks
called compound umbels (Figure 1).

Male flowers have the classic easy access
‘open dish’ structure, with five petals that
spread out to expose five stamens and
the anthers loaded with pollen (Figure 2).
The tightly aggregated flowers provide
convenient landing platforms for bees to
manoeuvre from flower to flower when
collecting pollen. The abundance of flowers
on each tree makes up for the small size of
the anthers, so a good quantity of pollen is
available per tree. Pollen protein levels are
good; for example, our pollen sample had
21% crude protein.

Five finger is one of our best star performers
because the trees provide abundant pollen
and copious, rich nectar very early in the
season when few other species are in flower
(from June to August). In areas where five
finger grows well, particularly in the Central
North Island, it can even be used to build up
bee colonies in early spring. Beekeeper Tony
Lorimer reports that honey bees on five finger
can swarm in very early spring in years with
profuse flowering.
Apiaries need a good number of trees for
this rapid build-up, though. Tony says that
200 trees of five finger would be needed as a
minimum for 10 hives. In any case, five finger
is one of the most important star performer
bee plants because it is able to replace gorse
for early spring build-up.
Five finger’s range is from North Cape to
Southland in lowland forests and scrubland
from sea level up to 760 m (Marden, Rowan,
& Phillips, 2005). But not all areas of New
Zealand have the best growing conditions

Figure 1. Male flowers of five finger (Pseudopanax arboreus) aggregated in concentrated flowering
stalks on the male tree. Photo: Richard Toft © Trees for Bees NZ.
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Nectar
Female trees also have densely aggregated
flowers in compound umbels (Figure 3). Each
female flower produces only nectar and no
pollen, as there are no stamens. The female
flower structure is peculiar because there are
no petals or sepals either. The flower is just
a stalk with a flattened round ovary bearing
a stubby style and branched stigma—that’s
all. The enlarged foot of the style is called a
stylopodium and it is here that copious nectar
is secreted. When the nectar is flowing, the
flower looks like a candy apple dripping with
sugar syrup (Figure 4, opposite page).

Figure 2. Honeybee collecting pollen from male flower on the male tree of five finger (Pseudopanax
arboreus). Male flowers have exposed pollen on five stamens with wide open greenish yellow petals.
Photo: Richard Toft © Trees for Bees NZ.

This exposed nectar gives easy access for all
insects and also for nectar-loving birds. The
compact aggregation of so many flowers
drenched with nectar allows rapid processing
of each flower (a matter of seconds) by insects
or birds. Remarkably, the energetic value of
the nectar (i.e., the total amount of sugar
available) from so many tiny flowers is high
enough to meet the energy requirements of
birds in the size range of large native birds like
tui and bellbird (Castro & Robertson, 1997).

Planting advice
Five finger is a small tree (8 m when mature)
that has distinctive palmate leaves, with
usually five leaflets radiating from a central
stalk. It prefers fertile and humus-rich soil on
moist sites, but will tolerate drier sites, and
requires fertiliser if the topsoil is poor (Marden
et al., 2005).
As a secondary succession species, it tolerates
moderate frosts and will also tolerate coastal
conditions, but should be sheltered from
strong winds as it is subject to breakage and
is shallow-rooted.

Figure 3. Female flowers of five finger (Pseudopanax arboreus) aggregated into concentrated
flowering stalks on the female tree. Photo: Richard Toft © Trees for Bees NZ.

The Trees for Bees ‘star performers’
series of fact sheets is designed to
show the ‘best of the best’ in bee
plants. Each selected plant has been
investigated in the field by the team
and used extensively in Trees for Bees
Demonstration Farms.
They rank as star performers because
they maximise nutrition by having any
combination of one or more of these
six great features:
1. the plant flowers at a time of pollen
or nectar dearth (e.g., spring,
autumn and even winter)

2. the plant flowers profusely with
high density and large quantity of
flowers per plant
3. each flower delivers large quantities
of pollen or nectar; such plants may
have few flowers
4. the flowers deliver high quality
pollen nutrition (e.g., crude protein
content)
5. the flowers give bees easy access to
pollen and nectar for bee foraging
efficiency
6. the flowers are highly attractive and
preferred by bees.

Five finger is suited for low shelter or group
plantings as part of a species mix or pure
stands. It should be planted in good numbers
clustered together to amplify availability of
flowers for bee feed. Spacing between plants
should be 4–5 m to allow the trees to grow to
a good size and maximise flowering. Because
it is a preferred forage for possums, goats and
deer, protecting the seedlings when planted
is important (e.g., use of tree guards), as is
maintaining control of these pests long term.
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Figure 4. Honeybee taking nectar from female flower on a female tree of five finger (Pseudopanax arboreus). Female flowers have no stamens, petals or
sepals. They only have an ovary, a stubby style and a stigma (see red arrows), so they only produce nectar and no pollen.
Photo: Richard Toft © Trees for Bees NZ.
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THE COMPLETE RANGE OF HONEY TESTS
We’re proud to be New Zealand’s ONE-STOP-SHOP for honey
producers, offering a full range of testing for beekeepers including
3in1, C4 Sugar Screen and Microbiological tests (APC and Y&M).
As a 100% New Zealand owned and operated company, we’ve
been leading the way in honey testing for many years.
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Managers today.
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